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Introduction 

Financial management has played an important role to the success of every business. Simply, financial 

management, also known as “money management” referred to as art and science of managing money. In addition, 

financial management can be looked upon as the study of relationship between the increasing of funds and the 

operation of funds. Modern financial management practices illustrate the key areas are: Business finance, 

corporate finance, personal finance, financial markets and institutions, derivative and security analysis, financial 

engineering, financial mathematics, public finance and so on. The subject matter of financial management is: 

capital budgeting cost of capital, portfolio management, dividend policy, short- and long-term sources of finance 

etc. Today’s financial management involves mainly three decisions pertaining to: Investment policies, methods 

of financing, and dividend decisions exemplified by Businessmanagementideas.com 

(www.businessmanagementideas.com, para.13). 

These above-mentioned financial management practices are related to modern financial management practices. 

However, the area of indigenous financial management have not gained sufficient research attention among 

Nepalese academia, students and others despite having Nepal’s rich diversified indigenous knowledge in terms 

of different sectors, including finance sector. Our cultural, natural, lingual, customary and other heritages are in 

replaceable sources of life and inspiration. The knowledge derived from indigenous finance will enable 

indigenous and other people to become part of a new knowledge economy that will provide as an essential driving 

force in the days to come. No one has paid attention yet as academic discourses on the indigenous financial 

management, particularly Nepalese context however, some researcher have studied on indigenous knowledge in 

Nepal. The aim of this article is to open up a new area of discourses in financial management especially for the 

Nepalese context as an introductory overview. As first attempt in its kind in Nepal, the article also tries to present 

a new flavor in finance just to r efresh everyone as we are under lockdown as a result of COVID-19 Outbreak.  

 

Indigenous management 

Indigenous management includes those management principles, theories and practices that ‘identify and contain’ 

one’s ‘cultural, social, political, lingual, and environmental factors. Nepal’s heritages are ancient and such types 

of indigenous knowledge have appeared in managing common property resources for example paddy fields, 

grazing pastures, water canals, forests, tangible heritages and the like. In addition, Nepal’s heritage is vested in 

spiritual beliefs, folk songs, dances, oral histories, proverbs, and narrations. In this way, indigenous knowledge 

has been practiced in Nepal since the beginning of humanity. Inyang (2008) argued that indigenous management 

incorporates those management principles, theories and practices that ‘recognize and accommodate’ Africa’s 
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‘cultural, social, political and environmental factors’ thus embodying Africa’s indigenous knowledge (as cited in 

Uzo, Shittu, and Meru, 2018, p.1). 

  

 

According to Ifechukwu (2010), the management practice in Nigeria depicted decision-making by consensus and 

managerial style showed a genuine concern for people and production. This was possible because philosophy and 

practice was based on Nigerian core values, which are respect for elders and tradition, consensus, co-prosperity 

or social mutual concern, extended family, paternalism, competition, human relations orientation and hero-

worship (as cited in Olarewaju and George, 2014, p.11). Indigenous management is home grown and it will have 

positive impacts on economic growth and the like. Uzo, Shittu, and Meru, (2018) explained that what 

studies on indigenous management emphasize is the assemblage of this knowledge and their application to 

organizational management in order to make management practices reflect the values of the African people thus 

becoming more efficient (p.2). 

 

Nepal is as a garden of 36 castes and four varnas, and the new national anthem also speaks about hundred bunch 

of flowers for us. Hence, no one can find in the world where such a diversified-mix of ethnic groups in the village/ 

urban level has been living together in perfect social/ racial harmony like that of Nepal. You could be a Newar or 

Brahamin or Gurung or Sunar at one level and a Nepali at a higher level. No doubt, Nepal’s deprived people 

should have special privileges and no one should be discriminated based on caste, religion, race and so on. 

 

Indigenous Finance: A Brief Review 

Over the years, indigenous management or finance knowledge system have been studied extensively in 

African context. However, no in-depth researches have been undertaken yet. Afro-Centric Alliance (2001) 

explained that indigenous finance or ethno-finance, are not documented but mostly orally transmitted 

from one generation to the next through storytelling and direct interaction within local communities (as 

cited in Ojera, 2018, p.75). In Nepal, indigenous finance can be found in oral history and stories but also can be 

found in some historical documents, manuscripts and inscriptions. Adjibade 2003; Norman, Snyman and Cohen 

1996 argued that indigenous knowledge systems have been evident in the fields of medicine and agriculture for 

many years (as cited in Bray and EIs, 2007, para.1).   

 

Bray and EIS (2007) argued that various systems are presented in southern Africa where people indigenous to the 

region treat their finances in a way according to traditional practices and customs (p.5). Like Africa, Nepal has 

different indigenous financial practices with respect to various ethnic groups. The writer stressed that If the 'object' 

is identified as finance, then it is safe to say that ethno-finance is the art of managing money and assets within a 

financial system that originates and develops from a specific area and denotes or derives itself from the cultural 

traditions of the 

people who live in that specific geographical area (p.5). 
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Traditional Savings and Credit Associations (Cooperatives)  

Nepal is rich in traditional types of cooperatives and these practices have been practiced since unknown past in 

one way or other. Dhikuti or Dhukuti, Dharma bhakari, Parma or Padima and Manka jya are referred to as 

traditional savings and credit associations of Nepal. Dhukutis are usually run based on mutual trust and financial 

discipline of each member commonly known as traditional savings and credit associations whereas in 

Dharmabhakari is a grain saving systems in which the villager contributes food grains after harvesting and borrow 

the grain when shortage occurs. Parma or Padima is a labor exchange system mostly practiced in the Sinja valley, 

including in Karnali region. Like Parma or Padima, Maka jya is another type of labor exchange program practiced 

in Newar communities (CECI-Nepal, 2001, p.14). In this way, Nepal is rich in traditional financial practices but 

these were not timely researched and well documented because everyone has started to adopt modernization and 

or westernization in respect of their daily life. 

 

Conclusions 

Indigenous financial management is based on local culture, values, customary practices, ritual/ rites, and other 

social and economic activities which may be different from modern financial management. People have 

learned these traditional activities through-centuries trial and error methods which are at least less harmful to 

both nature and human being. Elinor Ostrom, the 2009’s winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize for Economic 

Sciences, speaks about Nepal's success in getting communities to manage its resources. She started doing 

research in the Rapti valley of Nepal sometime in the late 1970s and early 1980s and she was really impressed 

with what she saw out in the villages. Compared to government-run irrigation systems, the farmer-managed 

ones were more, productive, efficient and equitable and finally, she emphasized that with indigenous 

knowledge we have to incorporate scientific knowledge (2010, para.9). Therefore, the financial manager 

should explore and embrace innovative Nepalese indigenous financial management practices.  

Likewise, concerned authorities of Nepal should focus on for incorporating indigenous finance as an 

important interdisciplinary course in Nepalese curricula and students should conduct research on 

the basis of their forefather’s storytelling and oral history as Sikkim University (SU) has 

Community linked semi-academic programs along with oral history project. At the same time, SU 

students are assigned to collect oral histories (Lama, 2017, para.8).  

 

Until recently, Nepal has suffered from COVID-19 Outbreak, including most of the nations across the globe. In 

such a situation, collectivism-based Dharmabhakari, Dhikuti or Dhukuti, Padima, Maka jya, including Nepal’s 

various ethnic groups’ indigenous finance and diffusion of modern finance will be more fruitful rather than the 

individualism-based chronic capitalism. Nepalese people are still finding themselves bewildered as they have to 

choose two conflicting ideologies Marxian socialism and democratic socialism diluted with market economy. 

Hence, with indigenous finance, we have to incorporate modern finance.  
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IS THIS THE WORLD WE CREATED? 

Sanjay Rajbhandari, BBM 7th Semester 

 

4.54 billion years ago, a mighty planet Earth was formed. It is the fifth-largest planet and only astronomical object 

known to harbor life. Almost, 75,000 years ago first human civilization was formed. The first six human 

civilizations were Mesopotamia, Egypt, Indus Valley (Harappa), Andes, China, and Mesoamerica which are 

supposed to have arisen independently of each other. After the civilizations, humans started to grow stronger and 

broader. Many empires came to world domination, expanding and capturing as much land as they can reach.  The 

Spanish empire, the Qing dynasty, the French colonial empire, the Mongol empire, the Roman Empire, the Persian 

Empire, the Macedonian empire, and the British Empire were the most successful ones to dominate the world 

from time to time.  

In modern times, civil wars and freedom wars made rulers, emperors, kings, and dictators out of their power to 

control people and land they acquired from wars and inheritance. Repeatedly many things have changed in the 

world, the way we live, the way we think and the way we do things. Nevertheless, the character of humans will 

always be the same. The desire to have the power to influence and control people, the desire of being the only 

one of being and having even with the backing of betrayal and wrath. Due to this self-destructive nature of 

humans, countries fight against each other to make themselves superior to each other. The same human character 

surrounds us all. Even though we blame politicians and the government, we neglect the proximity of the human 

character between us.   

The most prominent effect of those actions has been to the environment. How can a specie very much younger 

and wiser than all living creatures can be the sole reason for the downfall of the earth.  In late 1992, the late Henry 

W. Kendall, a former chair of the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) board of directors, wrote the first warning 

World Scientists' Warning to Humanity, which begins: "Human beings and the natural world are on a collision 

course." A majority of the Nobel Prize laureates in the sciences signed the document; about 1,700 of the world's 

leading scientists appended their signature. 25 years later in November 2017, 15,364 scientists signed World 

Scientists' Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice written by lead author professor of ecology, William J. 

Ripple of Oregon State University, along with 7 co-authors calling for, among other things, limiting population 

growth, and drastically diminishing per capita consumption of fossil fuels, meat, and other resources. In 

November 2019, a group of more than 11,000 scientists from 153 countries named climate change an "emergency" 

that would lead to "untold human suffering" if no big shifts in action take place. 

 

Below are some mind-boggling environmental facts and issues in the present world. 

 

1. Only 1% of China’s 560 million city residents breathe air that is considered safe by the European Union 

2. Less than 1% of the world’s fresh water is readily available for human use 

3. Every day in the U.S., we produce enough trash to equal the weight of the Empire State Building 

4. 20 to 50 million metric tons of electronic waste are generated worldwide every year 

5. Recycling one ton of paper saves 17 trees, 2 barrels of oil, 4,100 kilowatts of energy, 3.2 cubic yards of landfill 

space and 60 pounds of air pollution 

6. The human population on earth has grown more in the last 50 years than it did in the previous 4 million years. 

7. One in four mammals is at risk of extinction.  
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8. At least 50 million acres of rainforest are lost every year, totaling an area the size of England, Wales and Scotland 

combined. 

9. Average temperatures will increase by as much as 12 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the 21st century 

if greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise at the current pace 

10. If the entire world lived like the average American, we would need five planets to provide enough resources 

11. Between 1901 and 1910 there were 82-recorded disasters, but between 2003 and 2012, there were more than 

4,000.  

12. Billions Of plastic bags are made each year. Of these bags, one hundred billion are thrown away according to 

World Watch Institute, with less than 1 percent finding their way into a recycle bin. The result of this is 

around 1 billion birds and mammals dying each year by the ingestion of plastic 

13. A large study has found that up to one-half of all plants and animal species on dry land could face extinction by 

the year 2050 due to global warming. According to the World Resources Institute, 100 species die each day due 

to tropical deforestation 

14. A plant called the rosy periwinkle, which grows in the "rainforests" of Madagascar, has been used to make a 

drug that can cure some kinds of cancer. Imagine all the other miracles we may have already missed. 

 

In current times, many says the COVID-19 virus is a “blessing in disguise” for the environment as it has 

significantly decreased pollution around the globe. I also thought so, BUT many of the things in the eco-system 

is also halted due to lockdown. Volumes of unrecyclable waste have risen; severe cuts in agricultural and fishery 

export levels have led to the generation of large quantities of organic waste; maintenance and monitoring of 

natural ecosystems have been temporarily halted, and tourism activity to natural areas has ceased. Local waste 

problems have emerged as many municipalities have suspended their recycling activities over fears of virus 

propagation in recycling centers.  

There is clear water in the Venice canals, blue skies over Delhi, and wild animals are roaming boldly in locked-

down cities. The oil industry and airlines are floundering in this new world, and carbon emissions are falling fast. 

However, there are also mountains of food going to waste that our supply chains are not set up to deal with. 

History tells us that when emissions have fallen sharply in the past, as they do after recessions, there is often a 

rocketing rebound that wipes out any short-term cut in emissions. The fallen economy in the pandemic will 

substantially rise in the future which means more of the burden will be in nature and the natural changes we see 

in the pandemic around us because humans are forced to live inside the house for months will replenish in less 

time than the course of this pandemic.  

 

We, humans, are the devil for our own. We live by our self-involvement. We do not care about other things. We 

need everything interesting by the seconds. We have lost our patience and we have not yet learned our lessons. 

Earth has always stood its ground with all the chaos, wars and disaster it saw but it cannot endure the erupting 

feelings of humans driven by selfishness. I pray and hope not to live long enough to see earth turn into ashes, the 

rich breathing securely in the midst of poor corpses. We humans should know when to stop and what our 

limitations are. God made the biggest mistake in the form of Humans. The problem with us is that we feel the 

human race is the superpower of all. Modernism has brought belief less concept of living in society. Most of the 

time we blame society and others for the reason for our problems, BUT society is made by humans, so we must 

blame ourselves and ask a question, is this the world we created? 
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When will we learn? 

Asmita Lamsal, BBA 5th Semester 

 

In this 21st century, we are facing lots of problems regarding the caste, 

religion, gender and other superstitious beliefs. People are not ready, 

actually we all are not ready to be out of all these things even though it 

makes us so clumsy. People are still being hurted in the name of religion, 

people are still being killed in the name of caste and we still proudly say 

that we define 'Unity in Diversity'. It makes me so sad when I hear the 

news that the people are being biased in the name of religion, caste and 

gender.  It's really cheap. 

Recently, I get numbed when I heard the news of poor Nabaraj B.K. who 

was killed because he loved the girl of the other caste and decided to get 

married. Doesn’t it sound so mean?  How can someone just kill that guy 

and his friends who were deciding to settle their life. Don't they have right 

to be settled?  We are being taught that there should not be any racial 

discrimination since the very beginning of the school and even in the home 

but we behave like we are the one who have the right to destroy the life 

of others and to spoil their whole future just in a second. When will we 

feel pity for ourselves and when will we learn to behave like a normal 

people? 

We study all these and we know we shouldn't do it because it's not good 

but in our practical life we couldn't apply it's just because we study just for 

the good grades, we didn't study for applying all our knowledge and to 

change a society, a nation. We couldn't get rid of these problems until we 

truly want from our heart so be a human, be a practical human and learn 

it now! Learn it now to be practical, learn it now to be rational and more 

to be a human. 

 

 

 

     

 

“Darkness 

cannot drive 

out darkness; 

only light can 

do that. Hate 

cannot drive 

out hate; only 

love can do 

that.” 

 

-Martin Luther 

King, Jr 
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Answer from our last week question 
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Sanjila Shrestha, BBA 5th Semester 

The cause of the tragic incident in Rukum in which 19 youths are attacked and 5 of them were brutally killed was nothing more than 

the result of caste-based prejudice and hatred that is still pervasive across Nepal. Nepal has already been declared country free of 

caste-based discrimination in back 2006, but in 2020 also we hear this type of news which is a national shame. It is really heartbreaking 

to find out that entire village killed and innocent guy along with his friends and his only fault was he was in love with so called higher 

caste girl and wanted to marry her. Although in the news we can hear that the girl was only 17 and hasn’t attended the marriageable 

age which is not allowed by law of Nepal additionally they were getting married against the parents will. But this fault doesn’t seem 

to be such big as compared to punishment they got (death). Moreover, even our law has not given death punishment to criminals.  

So, who gave the right to those villagers to kill those youths? And more troubling part is entire village including ward chairman was in 

it. Rukum incident spells a long shadow over the struggle in Nepal to get rid of caste-based discrimination. But this case is not isolated 

one. From time to time cases like this, where violence is perpetrated on Dalits emerge, but more are suppressed and doesn’t get 

public attention. 

The 1990 Constitution of Nepal prohibits any form of discrimination on basis of caste, race, sex and religion. But reality is they are still 

in practice. Dalits people suffer from restrictions on use of public amenities, deprived from economics opportunities, and neglected 

by the state and society. And these problems cannot be solved overnight. It requires the combined effort from general public, 

government and Dalit community. And most important is people should remove this type of prejudice and hatred about Dalit 

community from their mind. 

And for Rukum case we can hope that 5-member committee which is formed to investigate the case will do their work honestly. And 

each of the culprit will be punished in such a way that it will set an example and such incident will not happen in future. And the 

victims will get proper justice. 

 

Sadhana Subedi, BBA 5th Semester 

Of course, caste discrimination still exists in our society. Though Nepal constitution prohibits any form of discrimination. On the basis 

of caste, race, sex and religion. Such forms of discrimination are punishable by law. But the reality is that all these forms of 

discrimination are still in practice. we can take the example of Rukum incident. Nabaraj bk along with his friends were killed because 

he was of the lower caste and wanted marry girl from higher caste. And this is totally not acceptable so i hope that the victims of the 

case will get the justice and guilty will get the deservable punishment. 

 

Swastika Timsina, BBA 5th Semester  

Of course, it is because of the caste discrimination and not only in our society this kind of racism is all over the world as we are well 

known about the existing conflict in America.  

 

What do you think the cause of Rukum incident where Nabaraj B.K. and his 
friends were killed? Do you think caste discrimination still exist in our society? 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Q&A with Bidur Prasad Lohani 

Bidur Prasad Lohani is a 1st semester BBA student of Saraswati Multiple Campus who is very active, 

enthusiastic and determined towards career and academic. He is also working in editorial board for SBS 

digital magazine.  Here's we got chance to have Q&A with him.  

 

1. You are a science student in plus two, why did you choose BBA, a business subject in bachelor? 

There are lots of careers to pursue after completing +2, all of us are confused on which career 
to choose. But earlier, I was not that confused. Since I had been preparing to crack the IOM 
entrance exam, and I had also joined a pre-medical course in Name Institute. I was utterly 
focused on getting a scholarship in MBBS from IOM. When +2 was over lots of students had 
started to prepare for the MBBS entrance exam. So was I, I worked hard for lots of sleepless 
days and nights but was unable to get a scholarship in the IOM entrance examination. The 
total scholarship seats was limited to 36 and fifteen thousand plus students were on the race. 
I was too disappointed by the result since I had worked so hard. I decided to wait for 1 year 
and crack that exam getting number one rank. I started making daily, weekly and monthly 
plans and started implementing it. I am not bluffing. I had read 6 modules of biology more 
than 4 times. In order to be completely focused and not be distracted by electronic devices, 
I used to go to American library of Maharajgunj inside American Embassy from Monday to 
Friday. I started reading books out of the library. Books like Lead with a Story, Rich Dad Poor 
Dad and 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing completely changed my perspective about this 
world. Then I started listening to audiobooks and biographies of successful people like 
Warren Buffet and Jack Ma. Books I was reading, audiobooks I was listening to, and those 
captivating biographies, slowly made me interested in Business. And wallah! That interest 
turned into a Dream with lots of possibilities. I was so fascinated that I used to make business 
plans, jot them down on paper and completely be in another world running the company and 
calculating profits. My passion and a strong dream in business finally made me rethink my future 
and career. As Steve Jobs once said :“If you are working on something exciting that you really care about, you don’t have 
to be pushed. The vision pulls you." I had a vision in business which encouraged me to take the action of convincing my 
parents and pursuing BBA, a completely different field so that I can have good knowledge of business which will ultimately 
help me to run businesses in near future. So this is a long story of why I chose BBA, a business subject in bachelor. 

 

2.  Tell us how do you feel about the environment of Saraswati Multiple Campus? 

The Campus has a good environment for studies along with fun. I have made a lot of friends on the campus who are 
benevolent and trustworthy so peer to peer interaction is great. Not only peers, Seniors are also supportive in this campus 
which is a huge advantage. Classrooms of 1st semester are dark with no dustbin which is a downside of this campus which 
is balanced by talented and approachable teachers. 
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3. What are the things in your opinion that can be done to create an effective learning environment in the 
Campus ? 

Arousing students' curiosity and teaching chapters in a more practical way can be done to create an effective learning 
environment in the Campus. Learning should be based upon a wide range of divergent sources and resources. Not only 
that, learning should be more focused on innovations and ideas rather than grades because big leaders and great 
innovation are not because of grades but because of ideas and curiosity. 
 

4.  How are you spending your time at home? Any good tips on activities that can be done at home ? 
 

I am spending 80% of my time learning books and gaining valuable technical skills. 
As the nation goes through an extended period of lockdown, this is the best time to enhance 
ourselves. Some of the activities I would recommend you to do at home are: 
● Exercise and Yoga 
● Keep Distance even at home 
● Improve yourself a little bit everyday 
● Learn self-help books 
● Gain new skills 
● Support Underprivileged people 
● Do those things that you are passionate about 
 

5. What message do you want to convey to all our audience?  
Corona is making it very clear to us how fragile human life is – that an invisible micro-organism can end our life and disturb 
everything that we have ever built. There is enough trouble outside, let us not make our lives miserable. Let us not become 
the source of trouble. Let's be joyful, exuberant and supportive for everyone around us. Especially for students, I would 
like to tell them not to waste their precious time scrolling the news feed and watching TV. Ever wonder why Lamborghini, 
Bentley and Ferrari don't advertise on TV? Because people who can afford them don't have time to watch TV. Social media 
and TV won't buy you this, so start focusing on making yourself better and worthy. I strongly recommend you to read two 
articles that I have written on financial freedom, in this magazine published on Issue no.3 and 6, which can be a good start 
for you. I want to end my sentence by saying great quote told by Mahatma Gandhi: “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. 
Learn as if you were to live forever”. Stay safe, stay healthy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question of the Week 

How do you think we can eliminate caste-based discrimination in Nepal? What can be the role of youths in ending such 

discrimination?   

 

Send your answer in no more than 200 words by 10 th June. You can send your answer via email or in our Facebook & Instagram page. 
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E D I T O R’ S      W O R D 

 

Dear Readers,  

In this issue, we have three main 
articles. The first article is written by 
our dear Basu Upadhyay sir about 
Indigenous financial management 
practices in Nepal. This article is 
special first for the reason that it 
covers many information about the 
traditional financial approach in 
Nepalese society and illustrates that 
on incorporating it with modern 
finance, this practice can be blessing 
for our national economy. And second 
reason why this article is special is 
because this article is well written by 
citing various sources and following 
the APA referencing  format. This 
writing format is new for many of our 
readers and can be a great guidance to 
all of us in writing articles. We expect 
that students will start writing articles 
following this standard format. And 
we hope our  teachers will keep 
teaching and supporting us.  
 
Second  article is written by BBM 
student Sanjay Rajbhandari. He 
explained about the human 
civilization in this mighty earth and 
discussed some of serious 
environmental issues that is caused by 
human beings. The earth is going 
through so much trouble like natural 
disaster, war etc. and is all due to 
greed of human beings. Human beings 
are wiser creatures in this world but 
they are now the sole reason for the 
downfall of the earth. He concluded 

his article by raising a question to all 
humans: ‘Is this the world we 
created?’.  Really it is so inexcusable 
that we human beings are acting so 
superior in this planet and how we are 
damaging this beautiful earth in every 
possible way. On May 27 in Sillent 
Valley Forest of Kerala, a pregnant 
wild elephant had fallen victim to an 
act of human cruelty. The pregnant 
elephant died after a pineapple filled 
with powerful crackers offered by a 
man exploded in her mouth. Why do 
people do such inhuman things? This 
is a great shame for all human beings 
who are considered as wisest creature 
of this planet. Strict punishment 
should be given to all this type of 
animal cruelty. Government of each 
nation should now rethink about 
animal rights & protection. Also,  
every nation’s mission should be 
environmental protection and proper 
usages of natural resources. 
 
The last and third article for this issue 
is written by Asmita Lamsal, a BBA 
student. She expressed anger and 
sorrow  on killing of Nabaraj BK in the 
name of caste. She emphasized that 
the knowledge learnt in school, 
colleges should be implemented in 
practical life. She urged all of us 
human beings to be kind and take 
action to break such disgusting social 
practices. We totally understand the 
anger and sorrow expressed by 
Asmita. No person in this world should 
be treated in the basis of their caste, 

religion or race. Qualities like love, 
empathy, generosity, kindness & 
equality should be inherent in all 
human beings. Only then we can 
maintain peace and harmony in the 
world. We hope the respective 
government will give justice to all 
individuals like Nabaraj B.K and 
George Floyd who were victimized by 
caste and racial discrimination.  
 
As of this Saturday, Coronavirus   cases 
in Nepal reached 3,235. Recently, 
entrepreneurs and business persons 
protested in Kathmandu to end this 
lockdown as government set deadline 
to clear all their business taxes. People 
started feeling difficulties financially 
due to this ongoing lockdown in 
country. So, it is assumed normal for 
people to violate the lockdown 
regulations. Lockdown being removed 
in one hand and Nepalese citizens 
returning back from foreign country in 
another hand makes us sure that 
coronavirus cases will definitely 
increase in days to come. Even though 
our government missed very good 
chance to control the virus, we cannot 
totally blame our government for 
everything. It is our(people) 
responsibility too to control the virus. 
After the lockdown we should 
maintain social distancing and follow 
all the instructions given by WHO and 
our Health Ministry to be safe from 
the virus. So, stay safe, be kind to all 
people, do your part of job to end all 
kind of human and animal violence. 
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